Introduction

?
In spring 2014 the campaigns for the European Elections in May entered a
critical stage. While Andreas Mölzer, the front runner of the right-wing Freedom
Party of Austria (FPÖ), had to step down after referring to the European Union
(EU) as a ‘conglomerate of niggers’,1 the leader of Britain’s UK Independence
Party (UKIP), Nigel Farage, continued to lament ‘uncontrolled immigration’
and ‘the downgrading of Christianity in our national life’.2 Simultaneously,
Cypriots nourished hopes that the long-standing conflict between the Greekand Turkish-speaking populations would be resolved as nationalist politicians
in Hungary intensified their antiziganistic rhetoric and stirred up conflicts surrounding the so-called Szekler minority in Romania.
These four examples from different parts of the former British and Habsburg
empires aptly demonstrate that dealing with ethnic heterogeneity in a peaceful
and agreeable manner is still quite a challenge. In some places around the world,
attempts are still being made to evade this seemingly insurmountable task by
opting for outright discrimination and exclusion on the basis of ethnicity instead.
Given the pressing nature of problems associated with European integration
and global migration, however, these questions of how polities with ethnically
diverse populations could and should deal with heterogeneity are of paramount
importance. Although this book does not intend to offer ready-made political
advice, it investigates the ways in which ethnic diversity has been handled in the
past, and thereby hopes to contribute to a thorough re-evaluation of this issue in
contemporary politics.
Rather than focusing on the supposedly more modern and democratic context
of the nation-state, it looks at two empires over the course of the last third of
the long nineteenth century. While attempts to create or maintain an ethnically
Notes for this chapter begin on page 15.
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homogeneous nation or people within the framework of the nation-state have
received quite a lot of scholarly attention over the last decades, imperial states
such as Britain and Austria have largely, yet undeservedly, fallen under the radar.
Nonetheless, these empires are a promising empirical prism for analysing the
legal and administrative handling of ethnic heterogeneity, especially because of
the characteristic entanglement of ethnic difference and asymmetrical power
relations inherent within their structures. That said, however, such constellations are not merely a feature of the imperialist past as they still apply to the
contemporary world. Consequently, this comparison between the British and
the Habsburg empires in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries traces
the imperial roots of present-day issues by outlining the strategies with which legislatures, governments and administrations addressed similar problems, thereby
offering a new dual perspective that speaks to historical as well as contemporary
circumstances.

Nationality and Citizenship as Concepts
In order to maintain a manageable scope, this book focuses on questions of
nationality and citizenship in relation to the handling of ethnic heterogeneity.
Nationality laws determine who belongs to a polity and who is excluded. Within
this national polity, citizenship laws define the rights and duties of members –
by regulating suffrage, for example. If the two legal concepts of nationality and
citizenship are examined together, which historians have seldom done, not only
external boundaries become apparent, but also grades of differentiation within
a polity itself. Moreover, nationality and citizenship laws reflect the degree to
which ethnic identities and differences have played a role in external as well as
internal processes of inclusion and exclusion. These two concepts thus offer an
ideal perspective for analysing the political, legal and administrative handling of
ethnic heterogeneity.
This study of the lines of differentiation present within imperial constellations in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries therefore promises to enrich our general understanding of the role of ethnicity in imperial
contexts. To start with, empires are by definition ethnically and politically
heterogeneous.3 They rule over diverse populations, and they employ different regimes of control and governance that are often marked by highly
asymmetrical constellations of power. It is particularly challenging, yet equally
rewarding, to trace the ways in which ethnic diversity was woven into and
simultaneously formed by this complex web of power relations. This is especially true for the period around 1900, when the rise of nationalism and demands
for democratic participation signalled and propelled significant changes and
shifts within imperial formations. As different as these two empires may seem
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at first glance, both were faced with the question of how they could and should
mediate between their imperial structures and rising demands for national
homogeneity and democratic equality at the turn of the twentieth century.4
Furthermore, this comparison makes it possible to critically reassess what has
almost become an unquestioned dichotomy within scholarship between allegedly ‘modern’ liberal solutions for dealing with this issue in the western half of
Europe and the supposed ‘backward’ approaches shaping policies in the eastern
half of the continent.5
Within this framework, examining the significance of ethnic difference in terms
of nationality and citizenship certainly promises to enrich existing scholarly perspectives. Who was a national? Everyone who was born within the borders of the
empire or all those whose parents were nationals of the empire? Was it the place
of birth (ius soli) – or rather descent (ius sanguinis) – that mattered? To what
extent did these regulations affect processes of inclusion and exclusion? What
happened to the legal status of nationals who married foreigners, or foreigners
who married nationals? What role did ethnic identities and differences play in
terms of immigration laws and naturalization practices? How was the right of
suffrage regulated? Who profited from social welfare provisions such as health
insurance and pension schemes, but also who was denied access to these systems?
Were there different types of citizenship that conferred more rights and duties
than others? Alongside these rather legal questions, this study also looks at the
cultural underpinnings behind the different approaches to dealing with ethnic
heterogeneity. What bases of knowledge and concepts did these approaches rest
upon, and how were they justified?
This analysis focuses primarily on the political and administrative elite, and
seeks to outline the perspectives and principles that guided these actors in dealing with ethnic diversity. As a result, it leans heavily towards a m
 acrohistory perspective ‘from above’, only touching on microhistoric questions related to
subaltern actors in passing. This, of course, also correlates with the source base
for this study. The primary sources consulted consist mostly of laws and regulations, parliamentary debates and administrative records produced by state institutions. For the British case, the Home Office, the Colonial Office, the Foreign
Office and the India Office were the key organs of state; the major players
in the Habsburg Empire were the Cisleithanian Interior Ministry and the
Austro-Hungarian Foreign Ministry. In addition, contemporary publications,
especially those of a legal nature, were consulted. The insights gleaned from
these sources only minimally reflect perspectives ‘from below’. Yet, the sometimes wilful strategies that individual actors employed in conflicts with the law
and government administration, as well as dealings with ethnic diversity in everyday life, do come to light within certain empirical examples. Thus, on multiple
levels, this study improves our historical understanding of the ways in which
both of these empires dealt with ethnic heterogeneity.
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Nation-State, Statist and Imperialist Approaches?
Using three idealized interpretative models, this book traces a cohesive analytical
thread through the sometimes overwhelming abundance of sources and scholarship on ethnic heterogeneity in these empires. The well-researched ways in which
nation-states dealt with this issue serve as a springboard for further investigation
within an imperial context. The nation-state approach combines internal homogenization in terms of citizenship with a sharpening of external borders on the basis
of nationality.6 Within its boundaries, the extension of political and social rights as
well as the enforcement of duties, mostly military in nature, ensured legal equality.7
Simultaneously, the determination of who belonged to this community of equals
became all the more precise over time. These inclusive and exclusive mechanisms
affected migrants in general, but especially those seeking naturalization, as well as
individuals who were married to foreigners. Often, the ethnic identity of those in
question determined whether they would be excluded or admitted.8 Within this
national community, ethnic differences were either eliminated through homogenizing assimilation processes or – in the case of multi-ethnic states – patched
together into a heterogeneous national entity. In sum, the nation-state approach
sought to achieve the integration of the members of the nation.
In contrast to the emphasis on individuals within the nation-state framework,
the statist approach followed a territorial principle that stressed the need for
congruency between the resident population and the citizens of the state.9 This
was supposed to make it easier for the state administration to manage and exert
control over its nationals. The core of this statist logic was the enlightenedabsolutist notion that all those residing in the country should be equal in the
eyes of the state. Correspondingly, this resulted in a tendency towards processes
of legal equalization. However, the end goal was not necessarily to integrate the
entire community, but rather to enable the state to pursue its political, military
and economic interests without hindrance. In this respect, ethnic differences
were characteristically irrelevant within the statist framework; laws related to
nationality as well as citizenship therefore strove for ethnic neutrality. However,
if ethnic identities proved to be a source of potential conflict that threatened to
disrupt domestic peace, the statist government could take on the role of a supraethnic referee. As such, it then sought to ensure a peaceful and equal coexistence
of different groups through the recognition of difference.10
The imperialist approach, in contrast, rested on a discriminatory process of
differentiation according to ethnic criteria within the community of nationals.
It privileged one group at the expense of others. The imperialist model became
highly significant in colonial contexts,11 as it brought the question of who was to
enjoy privileges and who was to be excluded from them to centre stage. Issues of
nationality tended to recede into the background because the question was not
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necessarily who belonged to the already heterogeneous community of nationals
but rather where the line of discrimination was to be drawn internally between
those entitled to the privileges of citizenship and those denied them. Whereas the
imperialist model rested on a hierarchy established on the basis of ethnic criteria,
the statist approach promoted the egalitarian coexistence of individuals or ethnic
groups, and the nation-state model sought to integrate all those who belonged to
the national community.
Correspondingly, these three different approaches were tightly linked to three
methods of dealing with ethnic heterogeneity. First of all, the law and administrative praxis could be ethnically neutral, meaning that all individuals regardless
of their ethnicity were to be treated equally. Or, secondly, they could differentiate between different ethnic groups and acknowledge them in order to endow
them, as collective entities, with equal rights.12 Within this model of recognition,
so-called positive discrimination measures represent a special case because they
aim to better the status of less privileged groups.13 Such policies of neutrality or
recognition were typical of the statist model. The imperialist approach, in contrast, was defined by a kind of negative discrimination in which certain ethnic
groups within the community of nationals enjoyed fewer privileges. The nationstate model, on the other hand, chiefly discriminated against those who were not
considered to be part of the nation. These individuals were either supposed to be
integrated into the national community through cultural assimilation processes,
or excluded from the community of nationals as foreigners.14
It is important to note that these three models corresponded, generally speaking, with three forms of political organization – the nation-state, the state and the
empire – but they were by no means always inherently congruent. This is most
clearly the case with the imperialist model. Although it mostly appeared within
imperial contexts, the reverse was not true as not every imperial formation was
marked by imperialist mechanisms of discrimination. As this book will show,
statist and nation-state approaches were also effective within imperial frameworks. Which of these three models shaped how ethnic heterogeneity would
be dealt with in certain parts of each empire depended on whether a territory
was directly or indirectly subject to imperial control, and whether it was located
at the centre, on the periphery, or somewhere in between. Accordingly, this
analysis looks at the specific combinations of nation-state, statist and imperialist
approaches, and the conflicts between advocates of different policies, to help to
explain shifts in ways of dealing with ethnic heterogeneity.

The Contours of Ethnicity Defined
A comparison between the British and Habsburg empires necessitates the use
of a broad definition of ethnicity that can encompass different forms of ethnic
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identification and differentiation in both imperial contexts.15 For this reason, it
is important to clarify how the terms ‘ethnic’ and ‘ethnicity’ are to be defined for
the purposes of this book with respect to the extensive scholarly debates on these
notions.16 Neither term should be misunderstood as describing a primordial or
essentialist category, or as defining fixed and unchangeable lines of demarcation
between different groups of people. Assuming that ethnic identities are inherent
and static would harbour the danger that racist patterns of thought could reappear, merely cloaked in a different ‘language’ of terminology.17
In order to avoid an essentialist understanding of ethnicity, this analysis
emphasizes that the building of ethnic groups does not necessarily depend on
objective criteria; rather, what is important is whether or not individual actors
consider themselves as belonging to a specific ethnic community.18 According
to widely accepted sociological and anthropological theories, the foundation for
such a sense of ethnic unity lies in cultural, religious and linguistic commonalities
that are channelled into an ethnic identity through the construction of a shared
history and ancestry. Ethnicity, therefore, is less culturally determined than it is
socially constructed. The so-called instrumentalist approach therefore focuses on
the processes of interaction that lead to the formation of ethnic groups and the
social groups that foster them (i.e. ethnicization through elites ‘from above’ or as
a social movement ‘from below’), as well as their economic and political interests.
However, some scholars have emphasized that the construction of ethnic identities on the basis of shared interests by no means occurs in a vacuum, because
pre-existing cultural traditions and institutions are also key to these processes.19
A focus on the boundaries between groups serves as another safeguard against
the assumption of ethnicity as a primal and unchangeable phenomenon.20
According to this concept, an ethnic group is not comprised through identity
and homogeneity within, but rather through the creation of differences and
alterity with respect to other groups along its boundaries. In this respect, ethnological approaches emphasize the symbolic communication processes and the
dynamic nature of patterns of ethnic identification and differentiation that have
to be continually adapted and incorporated by those involved. One advantage
of these theories is that they can account for heterogeneity within ethnic groups.
At the same time, however, these approaches are problematic because – taken to
the extreme – they reject the existence of any criteria for determining ethnicity,
turning the concept into a general and vague description of differences between
‘us’ and ‘them’.
A third way to argue against an essentialist definition of ethnicity is to work
from the assumption that ethnic differences cannot be clearly delineated and
fixed. Post-structuralist and post-colonial theorists point out that the imperial
differentiation between colonial rulers and colonial subjects was ambiguous in
nature, often producing hybrid subjects.21 This questioning of ethnic difference
goes further than the concept of multiple identities in other theories of ethnicity
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that postulate, for example, the simultaneous and compatible nature of a Styrian,
Austrian and European sense of belonging. The post-colonial approach with its
theories of difference, on the other hand, pleads for the possibility that seemingly
contradictory identities can coexist within a single subject.
When woven together, these three strains of critique against the objective truth, invariability and clarity of ethnic identities make for an approach
that understands ethnic differences as constructed, dynamic and unstable.22
Accordingly, this book refers to ethnic differences and ethnic identities primarily
when lawmakers and government offices attributed certain groups with a shared
identity that went beyond religious or linguistic commonalities. The assumption
of a shared ancestry or feelings of belonging often played a significant role in this
respect, but it must be said that most historical actors perceived of these identities
as pre-existing and unquestionable matters of fact.
Owing to the fact that this book focuses on legislation and administrative
praxis, its working definition of ‘ethnic’ and ‘ethnicity’ is mainly associated
with the production of ethnicity ‘from above’. Accordingly, the emergence or
reproduction of ethnic identities vis-à-vis individual actors only comes into view
peripherally or as part of individual examples. In contrast, the degree to which
state involvement and government activities shaped the establishment of patterns
of ethnic difference will be closely examined. Interestingly, some of the questions
that are still relevant for scholarly debate today were already being hotly discussed in government offices over a hundred years ago. In Austria, for example,
statisticians and politicians were debating whether the determination of ethnicity
should be based on a subjective sense of belonging or rather on objective criteria.
The working definition of ethnicity used here therefore emphasizes that the
specific points of reference for the formation of ethnic differences varied case
by case. In this respect, the discrepancy between ethnocultural and ‘race-based’
differences came into play. The latter relied on the assumption of biological
differences that were usually considered to be phenotypically apparent or discernible.23 Whereas an ethnocultural identity could be considered as learned
or acquired and therefore malleable, ‘race’ was seen as hereditary and therefore
static. Distinctions made according to ‘race’-based criteria were often linked with
colonial hierarchies and pejorative categorizations that refused to acknowledge
equality for the ‘other race’.24 Such ‘race’-based differentiation tended towards
racism, discriminating against the group perceived to be the ‘other’. This biological understanding of ‘race’ corresponds to that of most of the contemporary
actors in question. This analysis, however, works from the contradictory premise
that ‘racial’ differences are just as constructed, malleable and unstable as ethnic
identities.25 Consequently, it sees ‘racial’ difference as a specific manifestation of
‘ethnic’ difference.26
Lastly, a distinction must be made between nationality and ethnicity.27 The
major difference between the two is that the concept of nationality is more
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closely linked to the political sphere and the state.28 In some cases, nations
may be congruent with an ethnic group, but in others supra-ethnic national
integration occurs;29 however, it would be entirely misleading to define ethnic
groups as deficient nations. Such an understanding emerges if one accepts that a
dichotomy exists between the ‘backward’ nationalism without a state, typical of
Central Europe, and the ‘modern’, state-based nationalism characteristic of the
west of the continent. The qualitative difference between ethnicity and nationality is not one of superiority or inferiority. There is no necessary or irreversible
path leading from an ethnic to a national identity-building process. Rather,
what is more interesting in this respect is the question of when, under what circumstances and on which levels nationalization processes took place. When did
opposing tendencies appear that depoliticized ethnic identities? And when were
transitional forms of ethnonational identification established? Especially within
the context of empires, the relationship between ethnicity and nationality often
proved to be far more complex than is suggested by linear narratives that trace a
line of development from the building of ethnic identities to demands for political autonomy that ultimately led to national emancipation.30

Empires and Nations
When viewed from such teleological perspectives, the achievement of national
self-determination was judged to be a decisive step on the path to a better future,
for example in the American War of Independence or the decolonialization
processes of the twentieth century. Accordingly, the nation-state was seen as a
guarantor of modernity, in contrast to the empire as a rather antiquated form of
political organization.31 Given the predominance of this perspective, historical
research on nationality and citizenship has largely focused on nation-states. Only
in recent years have transnational and global history perspectives gained ground.
These studies have brought the stateless people who fall outside the system of
national belonging, and whose number increased dramatically in the twentieth century as a result of wars and catastrophic displacement policies, into the
picture.32 These changing perspectives have also prompted a growing scholarly
interest in nationality and citizenship in imperial formations.33
Analyses that move beyond the fixation with the nation-state have shown
that the nation was by no means the only relevant point of reference for historic
development in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Even today, imperial
forms of governance continue to shape political, social and cultural developments throughout the world. The ubiquity of empires becomes entirely clear if
one considers the fact that Switzerland is the only European nation-state that has
neither been a metropolitan nor a peripheral part of an imperial structure over
the last two hundred years. Broader transnational perspectives, moreover, have
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not only pointed out how firmly national units were embedded within alternative structures of power and communication, but have simultaneously exposed
the fictional character of the mostly implicit and unquestioned assumption of the
ethnic homogeneity and unity of nation-states. If the imperial complexity of
the interactions between metropolis and the periphery is taken into account, it
quickly becomes apparent that a strict distinction between the homogeneity of
the nation-state and the heterogeneity of the empire cannot hold. Nation and
empire may sometimes have collided as opposites, but they could also be symbiotic and inseparably entangled.
Studies of imperial forms of state that often swing between two extremes in
their appraisals present dangers quite similar to those of analyses of the nationstate. On the one hand, some scholars paint the nation-state as the glory and
culmination of historical development, as well as the political form most compatible with a cosmopolitan spirit (Weltgeist). On the other hand, the majority of
historians now launch harsh critiques, depicting the nation-state as the origin of
all evils, ranging from war to the exploitation of the working classes to the exclusion of minorities. Empires face similar accusations regarding the devastation left
in their wake. From this perspective, empires rest on problematic asymmetrical
power relations, making it justifiable to hold them accountable for wars, exploitation and discrimination.
Given this negative balance sheet, it seems all the more surprising that an
increasing number of positive interpretations of empires have appeared in
recent years, although it must be said that they differ quite markedly in their
approaches. Some emphasize the modernizing and ordering power of imperial
structures in keeping with ‘traditional’ discourses. They celebrate the successes
of imperial endeavours and recommend the empire as a model for contemporary
neo-conservative world politics.34 This book clearly distances itself from any
such blatantly affirmative arguments. Others draw on post-colonial theories and
employ analytic approaches that welcome the hybridity produced by imperial
formations. Some studies on British nationality interpret the existence of ambiguous legal statuses as an advantage because they supposedly allowed for multiple
forms of belonging and were therefore inclusive.35 This book does not deny the
fact that subaltern actors benefited from the spaces of negotiation provided by
such productive ambiguities,36 but their problematic dimensions must not be
forgotten. For example, in most cases, they strengthened hegemonic hierarchies
in which those with a hybrid status were denied any kind of protection and were
often subject to extralegal mechanisms of discrimination.
When analysing empires – just like nation-states – a balanced perspective is
needed that takes into account positive as well as negative dimensions. Which
features of a specific imperial order unfurled within processes of discrimination,
equalization or recognition? As exaggerated praise and demonization undoubtedly detract from the usefulness of a historical analysis, this study not only
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considers the seemingly unavoidable collapse and decline of the two empires, but
also their chances of survival and their potential for integration. In doing so, it
provides a basis for dealing with imperial legacies fairly, neither celebrating nor
condemning them altogether, and it paves the way for a cogent assessment of
present-day imperial tendencies.
Likewise, the use of the broader concept of ‘imperial formations’ as opposed
to the narrower notion of ‘empire’,37 and the consistent distinction between
the imperial and imperialist exercise of power also serve this purpose. Not all
dimensions of imperial rule rested in equal measure on hierarchies and asymmetrical constellations. Such differentiations make it possible to compare the
British Empire as a prototypical western European colonial empire with the
Habsburg Empire as a typical continental central European imperial example.
However, this book quite consciously seeks to undermine a number of East–
West dichotomies.

The Pitfalls of an East–West Dichotomy
The distinction between maritime colonial empires (e.g. the British, French,
Dutch or Portuguese) and contiguous continental empires (e.g. the Habsburg,
Russian or Ottoman) is part of the standard repertoire of scholarship on empires.38
Akin to the differentiation between liberal and authoritarian forms of rule, or
between politically inclusive or ethnically exclusive nationalism, this scholarly
field tends to align itself with the historic schema that divides the European
continent into a ‘progressive’ western half and a ‘backward’ eastern half. The
perhaps unusual comparative constellation of this book seeks to question these
dichotomies without denying the fact that there were indeed significant differences between the two empires in question. Through a mindful examination of
the similarities and differences, as well as the use of refined analytical categories,
it pulls at the anchors of this East–West dichotomy to offer a fresh perspective
that moves beyond existing scholarly assumptions.
Without a doubt, there were indeed major differences between the British
and Habsburg empires in terms of geographic scope and the rate of expansion
in the nineteenth century. Moreover, as this study will show, the mechanisms
involved in the establishment of ethnic differences and identities also varied,
thanks in part to these factors. Likewise, there were lines of contrast between
the two empires in terms of economics and politics. These differences resulted in
divergent self-images that were at least partly constructed explicitly in opposition
to the respective other. At the same time, both empires competed in the same
international or inter-imperial arena to preserve their prestige as global powers.
Domestically, both faced similar demands coming from national movements,
such as those of Irish, Indian, Czech and South Slavic origin. As a result, the
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significance of ethnonational differences and the degree of political heterogeneity
grew in both cases. In 1867, which marks the beginning of the period in question here, both the British and Habsburg empires underwent a reorganization
of their political structures with the British North America Act and the AustroHungarian Compromise, respectively. With the advent of the First World War,
the endpoint of this book’s analysis, disintegration processes were set into motion
that led to the catastrophic collapse of the Habsburg Empire and the slow decline
of the British Empire, which began with the partition of Ireland and dragged on
well into the second half of the twentieth century.
Given these commonalities, the two empires should not be cursorily categorized as mutually exclusive types of imperial rule. Rather, shared phenomena and
developments that resulted from transfers and reciprocal dynamics must also be
taken into account. Nuanced analytical categories that make it possible to tease
out the gradual differences related to particularities and individual territories of
both empires are necessary for such an undertaking. If one considers ‘the extent
of inequality between center and periphery’,39 for example, it becomes apparent
that Bosnia’s underprivileged position in the Habsburg context was not that
dissimilar from the situation of some British colonies than it may seem at first
glance.40 Additionally, a look at the relationship between ‘incorporation and
differentiation’41 or the ‘degrees of tolerance, of difference, of domination, and
of rights’42 exposes parallels and gradients where otherwise only categorical differences could be detected. Such similarities in terms of the ways in which both
empires dealt with demands for autonomy, or shifted between discrimination
and recognition, will reappear throughout this book.
Yet another element of the East–West dichotomy has been the distinction
often made between authoritarian, police-state modes of exercising power in the
Habsburg ‘prison of nations’, and liberal, democratic forms of rule in the British
‘empire of rights’.43 It is quite apparent that this opposition rests on a number
of oversimplifications. On the one hand, it glosses over the colonial-imperialist
dimensions of the British Empire; on the other hand, it blocks out the constitutional character of Habsburg rule. Furthermore, this simplified dichotomy
between the authoritarian East and the liberal West ignores the complex differences that emerged out of the varying traditions of codified Roman law and
precedence-based common law.
The goal of this analysis goes beyond the mere inversion of the conventional
schema by pointing out the illiberal aspects of the British Empire and the quasi
anti-authoritarian character of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, as it criticizes the
liberal–authoritarian dichotomy itself.44 In doing so, it draws on theories that
contrast older forms of sovereign power over life and death with more recent
structures of biopower and governmentality that aim to preserve and foster
life.45 Whereas sovereign power subjugates the individual person as a legal entity,
biopower sees the population as a biological species and a public entity that can
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be assessed and managed through demographic and prognostic methods such
as birth counts, migration statistics and opinion polls.46 Unlike sovereign rule,
which imposes its will on the unformed nature of its subjects, the biopolitical or
governmental exercise of power rests on population dynamics, perceived as natural or spontaneous, that it strives to use or channel to its own ends. This understanding of biopower clearly differs from other prominent theories.47 Instead
of emphasizing the exploitation and the suffering experienced in concentration
and other camps as the ‘biopolitical paradigm of the modern’, it highlights the
decisively less abysmal and unsettling role that systems of health insurance and
old-age provision played within the framework of governmentality.
The rather abstract distinction between sovereign power and biopower is
useful in terms of an analysis of the ways in which heterogeneity was dealt with
as it can describe concrete power techniques that either regulate, discipline and
rule in a sovereign fashion or govern by encouragement and incentives in a biopolitical laissez-faire manner.48 Following this line of thought, this book will differentiate between prohibitive and promotive mechanisms of power. In contrast
to the authoritarian–liberal dichotomy, which traces a progressive development
with increasing degrees of freedom, the distinction between prohibition and
promotion suggests that ‘liberal’ forms of government did not necessarily reduce
the quantitative extent of the exercise of power, but rather they changed its qualitative modus.49 From this perspective, the implementation of liberal demands
did not lead to more freedom, but rather to the establishment of new, promotive techniques of government. These appeared alongside the older prohibitive
mechanisms, which led to the conflict-ridden coexistence of both in Habsburg
as well as British migration policies, for example. Ultimately, an analysis of these
dynamics is decidedly more productive than insisting upon a general dichotomy
between the liberal West and the authoritarian East.
The alleged contrast between the backward, ethnically exclusive nationalism
characteristic of Eastern Europe and the progressive, politically inclusive notions
of the nation in Western Europe is closely connected to this assumption. This
has been a critical distinction for research on nationality and citizenship. Older,
mostly legal history approaches were predominantly interested in the relationship between the state and its constitutive people in modern Europe and the
transition from territorial understandings of the state to notions that rested on
the idea of a community of people.50 Building on this foundation, more recent
studies have looked at how states have gathered information about and controlled their subjects with the help of documents and registration apparatuses.51
At the same time, sociohistorical scholars have also shifted their gaze to look
at ways of dealing with ethnic differences. As part of this endeavour, FrancoGerman comparisons of nationality in particular have emphasized the contrast
between the legal principles of ius sanguinis (i.e. the descent-based model predominant in modern Germany) and ius soli (i.e. the territorial-based model
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generally followed in France); in theory at least, a German national was an
individual born to a German national, while a French national was an individual
born in France. Whereas the German principle of descent corresponded with
an ethnically exclusive understanding of the nation, as the argument is usually
put forth, the French principle of birthplace reflected a politically inclusive
concept of the nation.52 This rather cursory dichotomy has not gone unchallenged. On the one hand, critics have suggested that the German ius sanguinis
was initially a component of statist strategies that primarily served the interests
of the state for purposes of clarity and control, and that only took on ethnically
exclusive dimensions in the early twentieth century.53 On the other hand, they
emphasize the fact that French laws based on ius soli could and did have ethnically exclusive ramifications.54
Merely looking at the formal legal distinctions between nationals and nonnationals, however, does not suffice as it is important to question who enjoyed
the rights of citizenship and who was excluded from its privileges in part or
whole. Whereas liberal-leaning historical narratives of citizenship operate from
the premise that an increasing portion of the population came to enjoy civic,
political and social rights through processes of integration in the nation-state,55
critical studies point to the dialectic of inclusion and exclusion, as well as the fact
that the integration of marginalized groups often went hand in hand with the
marginalization of other groups defined on the basis of gender, social status or
ethnicity.56 This study takes up with such critical perspectives to the extent that it
emphasizes the concurrence of legal equality with the establishment of administrative mechanisms of discrimination as well as the paradoxical logic of inclusive
exclusion. The comparison between the British and Habsburg empires also contributes to a revision of the schematic juxtaposition of the principle of descent
as ethnically exclusive and the principle of birthplace as politically inclusive. In
the British case, if one takes into account the entire imperial context, including
its colonial dimensions,57 even a cursory look reveals that the ius soli proved to
be compatible with the discrimination against and exclusion of certain ethnic
groups; however, the Habsburg ius sanguinis by no means ruled out the possibility of inclusive policies resting on the recognition of differences.58 Accordingly,
this book offers a critical re-examination of the dichotomy between ‘modern’,
politically inclusive nation-states in Western Europe and ‘backward’, ethnically
exclusive nations in Eastern Europe.

Comparing Empires
Without a doubt, comparisons between countries have indeed contributed to the
establishment of such dichotomies. They have often reinforced the assumption
of timeless differences, but, unfortunately, this has not discouraged h
 istorians
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from constructing pithy contrasts in order to put forth more trenchant theses.
This means that historians constantly face the historiographical task of unmasking such exaggerated contrasts in order to challenge the arguments that emerge
from them. Comparisons can, however, also be used as a tool for dismantling
such assertions when they consciously seek to tease out differences as well as
similarities, without losing sight of the dynamic interplay between national
contexts and cross-border processes in turn.59 Just like everything that has a
history, even firmly established contrasts can change or even evaporate. For
this reason, this book does not intend to confirm the common assumptions of
either British modernity or Habsburg backwardness, nor does it simply want to
overturn this dichotomy by painting the Austro-Hungarian Empire as the ‘true’
modern imperial formation. Rather, its goal is to analyse the different forms of
imperial modernity found within both empires, shedding light on beneficial
as well as detrimental aspects. British law resulted in discriminating as well as
empowering effects that made it possible for marginalized groups to make their
voices heard. Conversely, policies of recognition in the Habsburg case coexisted
with strongly exclusive mechanisms. Without denying the existence of differences, this book by no means intends to establish new dichotomies or reinforce
old ones.
Accordingly, this study is not structured around contrasts. Indeed, despite the
seemingly apparent differences between land-based and maritime empires, more
recent scholarship has exposed a myriad of commonalities between these two
types of imperial formations.60 These similarities are the subject of the first three
chapters, which examine the ways in which ethnic heterogeneity was dealt with
in specific parts of both empires on a theoretical as well as practical level. The
territories selected for this analysis not only reflect the political heterogeneity of
both imperial formations, but also they each depict one of the three approaches
to dealing with ethnic differences. Chapter 1, for example, outlines the nationstate approach that prevailed in the largely self-governing dominion of Canada
and in the so-called Transleithanian or Hungarian portion of the Habsburg
Empire, whose government enjoyed a great deal of autonomy in terms of its
domestic affairs. In conclusion, this chapter illuminates the complex relationship
between nation and empire in imperial formations. Chapter 2 directs its gaze
to the Austrian half of the empire located on the other side of the Leitha River,
and compares the statist approach of its mostly autonomous government with
the approaches that emerged in the colonial context of India the larger part of
which was directly subject to British rule. The last section of this chapter discusses the extent to which censuses and other forms of the imperial production
of knowledge contributed to the creation and determination of ethnic identities
and differences. Chapter 3 investigates the imperialist policies effective within the
British protectorate of East Africa, whose legal and administrative status differed
little from that of a ‘true’ colony, and the (quasi-)colonial territory of Bosnia-
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Herzegovina, which was occupied by the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1878 and
annexed in 1908. It concludes with some thoughts on the relationship between
imperial policies and different forms of racism.
This focus on individual territories within these empires makes it possible to
trace local elements of large-scale developments as well as to investigate mutual
interdependencies, not only between the metropolises and peripheries but also
between different peripheral spaces. Likewise, this approach overcomes the typical focus on the metropolises or the metropolitan effects of peripheral developments characteristic of much new scholarship on the history of empires by
suggesting a multipolar perspective.61 Chapter 4 builds upon this line of thought
by emphasizing the particularities of the United Kingdom that do not seem to
fit clearly into any one of the three models, and concludes with a look at the
interplay between ethnic and religious as well as social and gender differences.
Chapter 5 then analyses both imperial formations at large, and questions how
the ways of dealing with ethnic heterogeneity were moulded and changed at the
level of the joint government of Austria–Hungary and the entire British Empire.
It ends with a discussion of the relationship between biopower and ethnicization.
The conclusion offers a summary of the answers to the questions posited at the
outset of the book, as well as a brief overview of further developments in the
twentieth century.
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